This paper proposes a set of criteria to evaluate the objectiveness of explanation methods of neural networks, which is crucial for the development of explainable AI, but it also presents significant challenges. The core challenge is that people usually cannot obtain ground-truth explanations of the neural network. To this end, we design four metrics to evaluate explanation results without ground-truth explanations. Our metrics can be broadly applied to nine benchmark methods of interpreting neural networks, which provides new insights of explanation methods.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, many methods are proposed to explain the feature representations of a deep neural network (DNN) in a post-hoc manner. In this research, we limit our attention to existing methods of estimating the importance/attribution/saliency of input pixels or intermediate-layer neural units w.r.t. the network output (Shrikumar et al., 2016; Lundberg & Lee, 2017; Ribeiro et al., 2016; Binder et al., 2016) , which present the mainstream of explaining neural networks. To avoid ambiguity, the estimated importance/saliency/attribution maps are all termed "attribution maps" in this paper.
However, some methods usually pursue attribution maps which look reasonable from the perspective of human users, instead of objectively reflecting the information processing in the DNN. A trustworthy evaluation of the objectiveness of attribution maps is crucial for the development of deep learning and proposes significant challenges to state-of-the-art algorithms.
Existing metrics (Yang & Kim, 2019; Arras et al., 2019) of evaluating explanation methods have certain shortcomings.
Issue 1, evaluation of the accuracy of a DNN = evaluation of the objectiveness of attribution maps: Some methods only evaluate whether the visualized attribution map looks reasonable to human users, instead of examining whether an attribution map objectively reflects the truth of a DNN. (Cui et al., 2019; used human cognition to evaluate the explanation result. (Yang & Kim, 2019; Kim et al., 2017; Camburu et al., 2019) aimed to construct a specific dataset with ground-truth explanations for evaluation. For example, they added an irrelevant object into the image. Pixels from the irrelevant object are expected to be assigned with zero attributions.
However, strictly speaking, it is impossible to religiously annotate ground-truth explanations for a DNN. Currently, the ground-truth explanation is constructed under the assumption that a DNN cannot learn irrelevant objects for classification. Its purpose was to evaluate attribution maps of the DNN, instead of examining whether an explanation method mistakenly generates seemingly correct attribution maps which do not reflect the truth of an incorrectly learned DNN.
Issue 2, broad applicability: We aim to design an evaluation metric that can be broadly applied to various tasks. In aforementioned methods (Yang & Kim, 2019; Kim et al., 2017; Camburu et al., 2019) , the requirement for constructing a new testing dataset limits the applicability of the evaluation.
Issue 3, quantification of the objectiveness: Some methods quantitatively evaluate the accuracy and robustness of attribution maps. However, there is no strict mechanism to ensure the objectiveness of each numerical value in the attribution map. I.e., if the attribution value of a pixel is twice of that of another pixel, then the first pixel is supposed to contribute twice numerical values to the prediction w.r.t. the second pixel.
Except for the objectiveness, previous studies also conducted the evaluation from other perspectives. (Arras et al., 2019; Vu et al., 2019) evaluated attribution maps from the perspective of adversarial attacks by adding random noise. (Adebayo et al., 2018; Ghorbani et al., 2019; Alvarez-Melis & Jaakkola, 2018) proposed methods to evaluate the robustness of explanation methods w.r.t. the perturbation. (Adebayo et al., 2018) randomized the layer of DNN from the top to the bottom and visualized the change of attribution maps.
Considering the above three issues, in this study, we aim to fairly evaluate attribution maps generated by explanation methods without ground truth. The evaluation of attribution maps needs to be conducted from the following four perspectives, which are supplementary to each other, i.e., objectiveness, completeness, robustness, and commonness. First, many explanation methods usually trade off between objectiveness and completeness, i.e., choosing either to objectively report accurate attributions of salient (easy) regions, or to pay more attention to non-salient (difficult) regions for more complete explanation. On the other hand, we also analyze the robustness and commonness of explanations. Common explanations shared by different explanation methods are usually robust in real applications, although common explanations do not always objectively reflect the truth of a DNN. Note that in most applications, people cannot faithfully obtain ground-truth attribution maps. Therefore,the objectiveness, completeness, robustness, and commonness of explanation methods need to be evaluated without ground-truth, which is the distinct contribution compared to previous studies.
1. Objectiveness, bias of the attribution map at the pixel level: In order to evaluate the bias of the attribution map, we first need to propose a standard metric to evaluate the accuracy of explanation methods. The Shapley value is the unique solution to model the attribution value of each pixel that satisfies desirable properties including efficiency, symmetry and monotonicity (Lundberg & Lee, 2017) . However, the computation of the Shapley value is an NP-complete problem, and previous studies (Lundberg & Lee, 2017) showed that the accurate estimation of the Shapley value is still a significant challenge. To this end, we extend the theory of Shapley sampling (Castro et al., 2009) and design a new evaluation metric, which achieves high accuracy without significantly boosting the computational cost.
We use the new evaluation metric to quantify the bias of the attribution map. Note that this evaluation has no partiality to the Shapley-value-based explanation methods. For example, experimental results showed that LRP (Binder et al., 2016) exhibited significantly lower bias than DeepSHAP (Lundberg & Lee, 2017).
2. Completeness, quantification of unexplainable feature components: Given an input image and its attribution map, we revise the input image to generate a new image in which we mask unimportant regions. We then compare the intermediate-layer feature of the original image with that of the generated image, so as to disentangle feature components that can and cannot be explained by the attribution map.
3. Robustness, robustness of the explanation: Robustness of the explanation means whether the attribution map is robust to spatial masking of the input image. When we randomly mask a certain region of the input image, we admit that spatial masking destroys global contexts and affects pixelwise attribution value to some extent. The quantification of the robustness of the explanation is an important perspective of evaluating an explanation method.
4. Commonness, mutual verification: The mutual verification means whether different explanation methods can verify each other. Methods generating similar attribution maps are usually believed more reliable.
In this paper, we used our metrics to evaluate nine widely used explanation methods listed in Table 1 . We conducted experiments using the LeNet, VGG and ResNet on different benchmark datasets including the CIFAR-10 (Krizhevsky & Hinton, 2009 ) dataset and the Pascal VOC 2012 (Everingham et al., 2010) dataset. Our experimental results proved the effectiveness of the proposed evaluation methods and provided an insightful understanding of various explanation methods.
The contribution of our work can be concluded as follows.
• In this study, we invent a set of standard metrics to evaluate the objectiveness and the robustness of the attribution map without knowing ground-truth explanations.
• The metric of evaluating the pixel-wise bias of the attribution map can be estimated with a relatively low computational cost, which avoids falling into the computational bottleneck of estimating accurate pixel-wise attributions.
• Since our metrics do not need any annotations of ground-truth explanations, our metrics can be applied to different neural networks trained on different datasets.
RELATED WORK
Explainable AI is an emerging direction in artificial intelligence, and different explanation methods have been proposed.
Firstly, the visualization of feature representations inside a DNN is the most direct way of opening the black-box of the DNN. Related techniques include gradient-based visualization (Zeiler & Fergus, 2014; Mahendran & Vedaldi, 2015; Yosinski et al., 2015) and up-convolutional nets (Dosovitskiy & Brox, 2016) . Secondly, other studies diagnose feature representations inside a DNN. (Kindermans et al., 2018) extracted rough pixel-wise correlations between network inputs and outputs, i.e., estimating image regions with large influence on the network output. Network-attack methods (Koh & Liang, 2017; Szegedy et al., 2014) computed adversarial samples to diagnose a CNN. Bau et al. (Bau et al., 2017) defined six types of semantics for CNN filters, i.e. objects, parts, scenes, textures, materials, and colors. Fong and Vedaldi (Fong & Vedaldi, 2018) analyzed how multiple filters jointly represented a certain visual concept. Thirdly, a recent new trend is to learn interpretable features in DNNs (Hu et al., 2016; Stone et al., 2017; Liao et al., 2016) . Capsule nets (Sabour et al., 2017) and interpretable RCNN (Wu et al., 2017) However, to simplify the story, in this paper, we briefly review the Shapley value and limit our discussions to existing methods of evaluating methods of extracting attribution/importance/saliency maps.
The Shapley value: The Shapley value (Shapley, 1953) was proposed to compute the attribution distribution over all players in a particular cooperative game. However, it is an NP-complete problem to compute the accurate Shapley value. The Shapley value approximated by sampling strategy could be very inaccurate due to the high variance. We extend the theory of the Shapley value to obtain an evaluation metric with a high accuracy but a low computational cost.
Qualitative evaluation: Some studies used a qualitative criterion for evaluation. (Cui et al., 2019) qualitatively defined basic concepts in the evaluation of explanation results, including the complexity of the explanation, the correlation, and the completeness. qualitatively evaluated explanation methods according to their generalizability, fidelity and persuasibility. In contrast, this paper aims to evaluate the methods quantitatively, which makes our metrics more objective and reliable.
Accuracy evaluation: To evaluate the accuracy of attribution maps, (Arras et al., 2019; Vu et al., 2019) used the noise/occlusion to perturb the original image according to the attribution value. However, there was no mechanism to ensure the prediction result objectively reflected the truth of a DNN. (Yang & Kim, 2019; Kim et al., 2017) built a dataset to help them generate ground-truth explanations. Essentially, these methods tried to evaluate the correctness of attributions. However, a rigorous study should not assume that the DNN can make inference in the same way as people. (Oramas et al., 2019) proposed four metrics to evaluate the explanation from four different perspectives, which can provide a comprehensive understanding towards explanation methods. However, (Oramas et al., 2019) also used synthetic datasets and prediction results for evaluation. As a result, this paper proposes to evaluate the objectiveness of explanation results without annotations of ground-truth explanations.
Stability evaluation: (Adebayo et al., 2018; Ghorbani et al., 2019; Alvarez-Melis & Jaakkola, 2018) mainly paid attention to the attribution map change when the model input was perturbed. (Adebayo et al., 2018) visualized the change in the attribution map when the weights of the model were destroyed from the top to the bottom. (Ghorbani et al., 2019; Alvarez-Melis & Jaakkola, 2018) used the adversarial image to alter the attribution map. In comparison, we propose a metric to evaluate the robustness to spatial masking.
ALGORITHM

PRELIMINARIES: THE SHAPLEY VALUE
The Shapley value measures the instancewise feature importance ranking problem. Let Ω be the set of all pixels of an image I. I P denotes an image that replaces all pixels in set Ω \ P with average pixel value over images. F (I P ) denotes the scalar output of a DNN based on a subset of pixels P ⊂ Ω. To compute the Shapley value of the i-th feature, (Shapley, 1953) considered all subsets of Ω not containing the i-th feature and defined the Shapley value A * i as follows:
It is the unique solution that satisfies several desirable properties to assign attribution value to each feature dimension in the input, which have been well introduced in (Chen et al., 2018) . For convenience of the reader, we also summarize such properties in (Chen et al., 2018) in the supplementary material.
EVALUATING THE BIAS OF THE ATTRIBUTION MAP AT THE PIXEL LEVEL
In this section, we design a metric to accurately evaluate the objectiveness of the attribution map. Given an image I ∈ I, let us consider the DNN F with a single scalar output y = F (I). For DNNs with multiple outputs, existing methods usually explain each individual output dimension independently. Let {a i } denote the pixel-wise attribution map estimated by a specific explanation method. We aim to evaluate the bias of {a i }. People usually formulate the network output as the sum of pixel-wise attribution value, i.e. the output y can be decomposed as follows.
b denotes the bias; i denotes the index of each pixel in the input image; Ω denotes the set of all pixels in the image. Aforementioned {A * i } can be considered as the ground-truth of {A i } (Lundberg & Lee, 2017). Since many explanation methods (Selvaraju et al., 2017; Simonyan et al., 2013) mainly compute relative values of attributions {a i }, instead of a strict attribution map {A i }. We use λ to bridge {A i } and {a i }. λ is a constant for normalization, which can be eliminated during the implementation of the evaluation.
The estimated attribution of each pixel can be assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution Ai ∼ N (µi, σ 2 i ) (Castro et al., 2009) . Attribution distributions of different pixels can be further assumed
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Figure 1: Masked image regions with different value of τ (0 < τ < 1). We need to set a small value of τ to make sure that unmasked image regions contain most attributions. When we set τ to 0.02, 0.05 and 0.1, the small difference of masked images doesn't significantly affect conclusion of the evaluation. Thus, we set τ = 0.05 in this paper.
to share a unified variance, i.e. σ 2 1 ≈ σ 2 2 ≈ ... ≈ σ 2 n . The evaluation of the attribution distribution {a i } has two aspects, i.e. 1. the sampling of pixels whose attributions are more likely to have large deviations; 2. the evaluation of the bias of the sampled attributions.
First, for the sampling of attributions of interest, we sample the set of pixels S with top-ranked high (or low) attributions. Attribution values of pixels in S are sampled as those with the highest (or the lowest) values, and these pixels are supposed to be more likely to be significantly biased towards high (or low) attribution values. Meanwhile, from another perspective, the distribution of the sampled attribution values is close to the Gumbel distribution.
Second, although the Shapley value can be considered as a standard formulation of the pixel-wise attribution, it usually cannot be accurately computed because of its high computational cost. In order to accurately evaluate the sampled attribution values without significantly increasing the computational cost, we applied the Shapley value approximated by the sampling method. Just like the target attribution distribution A i , the approximated Shapley value A shap i is assumed to follow a normal distribution N (
is an unbiased approximation of the true Shapley value A * i , Thus, the average value over different pixels in S satisfies i∈S A shap
We can prove that the measurement of the average attribution among all sampled pixels i∈S A shap i |S| is of much higher accuracy than the raw Shapley value with the same computational cost. The difference between the highest (or lowest) values and its true values
can reflect the system bias, as follows.
where Ω is the set of all pixels in an image. A shap and a are used for normalization. A small value of M pixel indicates the low bias of the attribution map.
Analysis of the high computational efficiency: Suppose that the computational complexity of processing one sample is O(N ), then the computational complexity of sampling m times is O(mN ). If the raw Shapley value needs to obtain the same accuracy, it needs significantly more samples, and the computational complexity is O(|S|mN ). Please see the supplementary material for further discussions about the computational cost.
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Grad GI GB SHAP LRP Pert LIME Input image Figure 2 : Examples of attribution maps of different methods. The supplementary material provides more attribution maps.
In addition, the proposed metric can also be used to evaluate the attribution of neural activations in the intermediate layer, such as those generated by Grad-CAM. In this case, we can regard the target intermediate-layer feature as the input image to compute attributions, so as to implement the evaluation. For each image, we need to sample multiple times to increase the accuracy. We compute the average performance over different images for evaluation. We need to sample multiple times with different images to increase the accuracy of the evaluation. Note that although the metric is designed based on the Shapley value, experimental results showed that LRP outperforms DeepSHAP.
QUANTIFICATION OF UNEXPLAINABLE FEATURE COMPONENTS
We propose another metric to quantify unexplainable feature components. Given an image I and its attribution map {a i }, we generate a new image, which reflects the reasoning of the attribution map. In this way, we can consider the feature of the newly generated image f I as feature components that can be explained. Let f I denote the feature of the original image I. Then, f I − f I corresponds to the unexplainable feature components.
To generate the new image, we mask specific pixels in the original image I, which have the lowest attributions. We select and mask a set of pixels S with the lowest absolute attributions, and the number of the selected points is determined subjects to i∈S |a i | = τ i∈Ω |a i | to generate the new image I.
Note that τ is a small positive scalar to control the size of mask. In this study, we choose the value of τ as 0.05. As shown in the Figure 1 , we set τ = 0.05, i.e., we mask pixels with lowest attributions. The masked pixels only make 5% attributions in total. In real application, the conclusion is not sensitive to the value of τ . Promising evaluation results obtained with τ = 0.05 is similar to those obtained with τ = 0.1. (Please see the supplementary material for results with τ = 0.1.) The metric is formulated as
is used for normalization. A small value of M feature indicates most feature components in f are explainable.
EVALUATING THE ROBUSTNESS OF EXPLANATION
This metric is used to measure the robustness of explanation methods to the spatial masking. We believe that the method, which is robust to spatial masking, can be considered more convincing. The robustness is an important perspective of evaluating explanation methods.
Given an input image I ∈ I and its attribution map {a i } w.r.t a DNN, we use a mask M to cover specific parts of the image to get a masked imageÎ. For each input image I, we can generate four masked images by masking the right, left, top, and bottom half of the image, respectively. For each masked imageÎ, the explanation method estimates the attributionâ i for each pixel. Note that for the masked image, we still compute attributions with respect to target classification result for fair comparisons. We compare pixel-level attributions of the unmask pixels between original images and masked images, as follows.
We used a for normalization, and a large value of M non-robust indicates a high non-robustness.
EVALUATING THE MUTUAL VERIFICATION
This metric aims to quantitatively measure the mutual verification between different explanation methods. Adebayo et al. (Adebayo et al., 2018) showed that some methods generated similar explanations, but they were all unreliable and biased. However, such a metric still provided some new insights on the relationship between different explanation methods. Given a DNN F and an image I ∈ I, two different explanation methods α and β produce attribution maps a α and a β , respectively. We measure their difference as follows.
Attribution maps from different explanation methods are normalized by their L2-norm. A lower value of M mutual indicates a more convincing mutual verification between explanation methods α and β.
3.6 DISCUSSION ABOUT LIMITATIONS Table 2 shows the limitation and applicability of these metrics. Note that different applications may have their own evaluation metrics. Nevertheless, in this paper, we focus on some common desir- The attribution map must be computed for pixels in the input image instead for units in the intermediate-layer feature.
Robustness of explanation method
We only evaluate the robustness towards spatial masking. There can be other kinds of robustness.
Mutual verification
The compared attribution maps must be calculated for the same item (e.g. input image or intermediate feature). able properties that need to be shared by evaluation metrics, i.e. the objectiveness, completeness, robustness, and commonness. They provide new insights on explanation methods.
EXPERIMENT
To evaluate explanation methods, we conducted experiments on the CIFAR-10 (Krizhevsky & Hinton, 2009) dataset and the Pascal VOC 2012 (Everingham et al., 2010) dataset. The Pascal VOC 2012 dataset is mainly used for object detection. Just like in (Zhang et al., 2018) , we cropped objects using their bounding boxes. We used the cropped objects as inputs to train DNNs for multi-category classification. We trained and explained LeNet (LeCun et al., 1998) , ResNet-20/32/44/56 (He et al., 2016) using the CIFAR-10 dataset. AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012) , VGG-16/19 (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2015) , ResNet-50/101 (He et al., 2016) were trained using the Pascal VOC 2012 dataset.
BASELINE
In our experiments, we mainly evaluated the following explanation methods. Figure 2 shows attribution maps yielded by these explanation methods. Grad: Given an input, (Simonyan et al., 2013) quantified the attribution value with the gradient of the input. We termed this algorithm as Grad. For RGB images with multiple channels, Grad selected the maximum magnitude across all channels for each pixel. GI: (Shrikumar et al., 2016) proposed a method, namely GI, which used the pixel-wise product of the input and its gradient as attribution value. Attribution values for RGB channels were summed to get the final attribution value. Figure 4 : Heat maps of mutual verification. A low value of M mutual between two methods indicates a more convincing mutual verification between them, e.g. LRP and GI had convincing results of mutual verification. The supplementary material provides more numerical results.
Pert: (Fong & Vedaldi, 2017 ) explained a prediction by training a mask to perturb the input image. Mask values ranging between 0 and 1 indicated the saliency of each pixel. We termed this method Pert. CAM: CAM computed attribution map over the feature from the last convolutional layer (Zhou et al., 2016) . It required the special structure with a global average pooling layer and a fully connected layer at the end of the DNN. Grad CAM: Grad CAM was similar to CAM (Selvaraju et al., 2017) . Grad CAM used gradients over the feature map, instead of the parameters of the fully connected layer.
IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
Bias of the attribution map at the pixel level: To approximate the Shapley value for each image, we sampled 1000 times for each image in the CIFAR-10 dataset and sampled 100 times for each image in the Pascal VOC 2012 dataset. We sampled the top-10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, 90% pixels with the highest/lowest values.
Quantification of unexplainable feature components: Given an image, we masked the pixels with the lowest absolute attribution value. The number of the masked pixels was determined to ensure that the sum of masked absolute attribution value took 5% of the total absolute attribution value. On average, around 30% pixels were masked. The masked pixels were assigned with the average pixel value over images. We used features of the last convolutional layer to compute M feature .
EXPERIMENT RESULT AND ANALYSIS
Bias of the attribution map at the pixel level: Figure 3 shows curves of evaluation results on different models learned using different datasets. According to these curves, GI and GB provided the least biased attribution maps for ResNet at the pixel level. For AlexNet, VGG-16/19 and LeNet, LRP outperformed other methods. Besides, we found that the performance of LIME was volatile, i.e. in some cases, LIME performed quite well, but in some other cases, LIME performed worst. This situation was obvious on the CIFAR-10 dataset. We believed that it was because LIME calculated attribution maps for super-pixels. The number of super-pixels in an image from CIFAR-10 dataset was limited. In this way, many pixels within a single super-pixel shared the same attribution value in results of LIME, which made it hard to sample these pixels with significantly biased attribution values.
Some methods could not be evaluated using the bias at the pixel level. For example, Pert computed an importance map without negative values instead of an attribution map for each image. The code of CAM (Zhou et al., 2016) projected attribution values to the range between 0 and 1. Grad CAM and LRP were not used on residual networks. Because there was only one fully connected layer behind the last convolutional layer in residual networks, in this case, Grad CAM could not reflect the information processing contained in the cascaded non-liner layers of the DNN. For LRP, the relevance propagation rules of some structures in ResNet were not defined to the best of our knowledge.
Quantification of unexplainable feature components: Table 3 compares the amount of unexplainable feature components between explanation methods. We found that LIME, GB and Pert explained more feature components than other methods. We noticed that the quantification of unexplainable feature components of most explanation methods were considerable larger than expected. It was because the attribution maps from some methods contained relatively larger noise. Thus, the masked pixels were almost uniformly distributed over images, which destroyed the context information and led to worse results.
We did not evaluate CAM and Grad CAM, because they calculated attribution maps at the feature level, which were not comparable with attribution values at the pixel level. Table 4 shows the quantitative results of M non-robust on different models trained using different datasets. We found that GB and Grad CAM exhibited a lower non-robustness to spatial masking. LIME segmented the input image into super pixels to calculate attributions, and the spatial masking could influence the segmentation result significantly. Thus, non-robustness of LIME was much higher than other explanation methods.
Robustness of explanation:
Mutual verification: Figure 4 visualizes the mutual verification M mutual between different explanation methods, which indicates a high level mutual verification between LRP, GI and DeepSHAP. Note that we did not compare CAM and Grad CAM with other methods. It was because they computed attribution maps on intermediate-layer features.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed four metrics to evaluate explanation methods from four different perspectives. The proposed evaluation metrics are computed without requirements for ground-truth explanations. Our metrics can be applied to widely used explanation methods w.r.t. different DNNs learned using different datasets. These metrics evaluate the bias of the attribution map at the pixel level, quantify the unexplainable feature components, the robustness of the explanation and the mutual verification. In experiments, we used our metrics to evaluate nine widely used explanation methods. Experimental results showed that attribution maps from LRP, GI and GB exhibited lower bias at the pixel level. LIME and GB explained more feature components than other methods. Regarding the robustness, GB, CAM and Grad CAM were more robust to spatial masking than other explanation methods. DeepSHAP, GI and LRP can better verified each other.
A PROPERTIES OF THE SHAPLEY VALUE
Let I denote the input image; let Ω denote the set of all pixels in I. We can use I ∅ to denote a baseline image, i.e. all pixels in I ∅ equal to the average value over all images. For a subset S ⊂ Ω, I S denotes an image that satisfies
where i is the index of the pixel in I and I Ω is the same image as I. Let F and G denote two models with scalar output. The Shapley value of the i-th pixel is represented by A * i , and they have the following properties Shapley (1953) . 
B ANALYSIS OF THE COMPUTATIONAL COST
In this section, we continue using the notation in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2. Suppose that we sample m times to approximate the Shapley value. The variance of A shap i is σ 2 m where σ 2 satisfies Castro et al. (2009) 
So we have (σ shap ) 2 = σ 2 /m. For the set of sampled pixels S, the variance of their average Shapley value is |S|(σ shap ) 2 |S| 2 = (σ shap) 2 |S| = σ 2 m|S| . Apparently, if we want to get the same accuracy for a single pixel as the set of pixels, we need to sample m|S| times, which needs much more computational cost than our metric, especially when the number of sampled pixels is large. Figure 6 : Examples of attribution maps after spatial masking. 
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